
QUILTING WoodworkingWearing my University Blue Jordan 4'S

Splitting a wood fired pizza and aFiring up the forge and blacksmithing a knife

PERFORMING STAND UP COMEDYCoaching my boys basketball teams

COLLECTING HOUSE Plants

Collecting stuffed PLUSH  pigs

WALKING THE DOGS ON THE BEACH MY 85 PonTiac Fiero

A couple of hundred miles of crooked road on two wheels TO STRAIGHTEN MY HEAD OU

Weekly karAOKE

Fishing A MOUNTAIN STREAM

Walking in the sand

Propagating plants

Autocross 

st deScent after a hard climb on my bike

Swimming Lake

Michigan 

Sunrise

Frankie my dog

Getting a handwritten letterSinging like no one is watching  

FROM ADVENTURE TO ADVERSITY, AND THE  GREATEST LESSON OF ALL 

“The BEST event our CFO organization has seen” 

My craft ro

Collecting 

Tailgating at A 49ers games

Skiing a winding groomer o

Riding hors

@ryancampbellspeaking
www.ryancampbell.co

Resilience is one of the most vital core skill sets of any individual or organization. It is our ability to endure
adversity, our ability to bounce back, and our ability to be better because of it that equips us to achieve
and overcome. Yet, most individuals are fatigued, worn down, and burnt out, and most organizations are
constantly struggling to find a way to help their people solve that problem. 

Ryan Campbell takes the audience on an unforgettable, emotional rollercoaster of a journey, from the high
of breaking a Guinness World Record, becoming the youngest person to fly solo around the world at 19, to
a plane crash and paraplegic diagnosis just two years later. 

Ryan shares lessons in resilience from a 24,000 nautical mile global expedition to six months in a spinal
rehabilitation ward and the long journey back to both walking and flying. Despite those unbelievable highs
and lows, Ryan's greatest resilience-building tool of all was discovered in the most unexpected moment. 

Get ready to step back and prioritize the things that make us smile like a kid. An eye-opening journey to the
power of joy and the non-negotiable need to prioritize our Pink Cadillacs. 

Join some of the world's largest companies in starting the conversation that matters,  all by asking the
most unexpected question, What's Your Pink Cadillac?

https://youtu.be/6yILi0kT4Ew

